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Modern Bargello
How to stitch 15 colourful projects
Tina Francis

Bargello stitching is making a comeback with modern crafters. 

Famous for its flame-like stitches that are as traditional as they are 

modern, bargello is quick to master, fast to achieve and, beware, very 

addictive.

Key Selling Points:

• Tina Francis is reviving this very popular, familiar craft.   

• 15 vibrant projects that are easy to master, quick to achieve and 

relaxing.  

• Very few materials required to produce outstanding crafted items.

Publicity Plans 

• Press reviews and features in embroidery and needlecraft magazines 

• Featured projects in embroidery blogs  

• Review and feature on Mary Corbet's Needlenthread.com 

• Advance promotions and reviews in Craft blogs and sites

Marketing Plans

• Email marketing to libraries and key accounts 

• Advertising in key craft magazines 

• Book reviews in Library Journal, Booklist and key sewing and embroidery 

magazines

ISBN: 9781782218258 (TR)

Price: $16.95/ $19.95 CAN

8 x 10 1/4 in, 96 pages

On Sale Date: 08/11/20

First Print: 5,000





Cross Stitch Wild Flowers and Grasses
32 beautiful cross stitch motifs
Nishiko Hisako

Stunning and trendy cross stitch designs for home and clothing 

embellishment.

Key Selling Points:

• Beautiful cross stitch step by step patterns for all levels 

• Learn how to embellish any item with beautiful cross stitch design

Publicity Plans:

• Press reviews and features in embroidery and needlecraft 

magazines Featured projects in embroidery blogs  

• Review and feature on Mary Corbet's Needlenthread.com 

• Advance promotions and reviews in Craft blogs and sites

Marketing Plans:

• Email marketing to libraries and key accounts 

• Advertising in key craft magazines 

• Book reviews in Library Journal, Booklist and key sewing and 

embroidery magazines

ISBN: 9781782218623 (TR)

Price: $19.95/ $23.95 CAN

8 1/4 x 10 1/4 in, 112 pages

On Sale Date: 08/11/20

First Print: 5,000





Thread Doodling
20 modern designs for stitching in the moment
Carina Envoldsen-Harris

Calmness and creativity couldn't be more easily fun. With 1 needle, 15 

stitches and 2 hoops, embroider over 20 different designs to discover 

your creativity in your calmness.

Key Selling Points:

• Over 20 different contemporary embroideries inside, for you to follow 

initially plus 11 extra transfer designs 

• Love mandalas, geometric shapes, knot gardens, doodles and abstract 

patterns? This book has them all.  

• Only 15 stitches needed to make all the embroideries. 

• Essential materials and easy-to-follow techniques chapters inside, 

providing a fuss-free, crash-course in straight-away stitching.

Publicity Plans:

• Press reviews and features in embroidery and needlecraft magazines 

Featured projects in embroidery blogs  

• Review and feature on Mary Corbet's Needlenthread.com 

• Advance promotions and reviews in Craft blogs and sites

Marketing Plans:

• Email marketing to libraries and key accounts 

• Advertising in key craft magazines 

• Book reviews in Library Journal, Booklist and key sewing and embroidery 

magazines

ISBN: 9781782218012 (TR)

Price: $16.95/ $19.95 CAN

8 1/2 x 11 in, 96 pages

On Sale Date: 08/04/20

First Print: 5,000





Cross Stitch Christmas
20 beautiful designs for the festive season
Hélène Le Berre

20 beautiful and delicate cross stitch designs to embroider for 

Christmas. 

Key Selling Point:

• Christmas cross stitch is hugely popular -includes 20 beautiful 

cross stitch designs 

• easy-to-follow charts in colour 

• a comprehensive techniques section at the back of the book

Publicity Plans:

• Press reviews and features in embroidery and needlecraft 

magazines Featured projects in embroidery blogs  

• Review and feature on Mary Corbet's Needlenthread.com 

• Advance promotions and reviews in Craft blogs and sites

Marketing Plans:

• Email marketing to libraries and key accounts 

• Advertising in key craft magazines 

• Book reviews in Library Journal, Booklist and key sewing and 

embroidery magazines

ISBN: 9781782218128 (TR)

Price: $16.95/ $19.95 CAN

8 1/2 x 11 in, 96 pages

On Sale Date: 08/18/20

First Print: 5,000





The Kew Book of Embroidered Flowers
11 inspiring projects with reusable iron-on transfers
Trish Burr

This sumptuous, inspiring book, written by needlework expert Trish 

Burr and created in association with The Royal Botanic Gardens, 

Kew, is the ultimate guide to embroidering flowers.

Key Selling Points:

• Needlework expert Trish Burr shares the inspiration of Kew Botanic 

flowers in stunning projects

• It is the ultimate guide to embroidering flowers - with all the techniques 

needed and eleven stunning projects all shown step by step.  

• The book contains all the templates needed at actual size, along with 

thread conversion guides, to make it simple for the reader to create 

masterpieces of their own.

Publicity Plans:

• Press reviews and features in embroidery and needlecraft magazines 

Featured projects in embroidery blogs  

• Review and feature on Mary Corbet's Needlenthread.com 

• Advance promotions and reviews in Craft blogs and sites

Marketing Plans:

• Email marketing to libraries and key accounts 

• Advertising in key craft magazines 

• Book reviews in Library Journal, Booklist and key sewing and 

embroidery magazines

ISBN: 9781782216421 (TR)

Price: $40.00/ $45.00 CAN

8 1/2 x 11 in, HC folder plus 
176pp book and 11 iron-on 
transfer sheets

On Sale Date: 06/09/20

First Print: 5,000





Embroidered Treasures: Animals
Exquisite needlework of the Embroiderers’ Guild 
Collection
Dr Annette Collinge

A fabulous collection of photographs of rarely seen embroidered 

animals in the Embroiderers' Guild Collection.

Key Selling Point:

• Nature has always been a huge source of inspiration to 

embroiderers Featuring full-colour photographs and extended 

captions  

• Wonderful embroidered treasures are as varied as badges, 

postcards, aprons, wall hangings, dresses, cushion covers and 

samplers.

Publicity Plans:

• Press reviews and features in embroidery and needlecraft 

magazines Featured projects in embroidery blogs  

• Review and feature on Mary Corbet's Needlenthread.com 

• Advance promotions and reviews in Craft blogs and sites

Marketing Plans:

• Email marketing to libraries and key accounts 

• Advertising in key craft magazines 

• Book reviews in Library Journal, Booklist and key sewing and 

embroidery magazines

ISBN: 9781782211358 (TR)

Price: $31.95/ $36.95 CAN

8 1/2 x 11 in, 128 pages

On Sale Date: 05/05/20

First Print: 5,000





Crewel Birds
Hazel Blomkamp

Six flamboyant crewel birds to stitch in popular author Hazel 

Blomkamp's much-loved, sumptuous style.

Key Selling Points:

• The fourth title in this popular embroidery series by renowned 

embroiderer Hazel Blomkamp 

• Six flamboyant birds to stitch in Hazel's much-loved style 

• Step-by-step instructions, gorgeous photographs and a 

template of the design included for every project 

• A fully illustrated gallery of all stitches and techniques with clear 

diagrams and instructions

Publicity Plans:

• Press reviews and features in embroidery and needlecraft 

magazines 

• Featured projects in embroidery blogs  

• Review and feature on Mary Corbet's Needlenthread.com 

• Advance promotions and reviews in Craft blogs and sites

Marketing Plans:

• Email marketing to libraries and key accounts 

• Advertising in key craft magazines 

• Book reviews in Library Journal, Booklist and key sewing and 

embroidery magazines

ISBN: 9781782218340 (TR)

Price: $25.95/ $30.95 CAN

7 1/2 x 10 1/4 in, 176 pages

On Sale Date: 06/02/20

First Print: 5,000





Felt Animal Families
Fabulous little felt animals to sew, with clothes & 
accessories
Corinne Lapierre

Make six beautiful animal families in felt including a raccoon, 

a deer, a mouse, a fox, a bear and a rabbit.

Key Selling Points:

• Easy-to-sew animals using small amounts of craft felt    

• Suitable for beginners to crafting  

• Make lovely clothes and accessories to accompany the animals

Publicity Plans:

• Press reviews and features in sewing and felt magazines 

• Feature projects in sewing blogs with 10-50K community 

members 

• Advance promotions and reviews in Craft blogs and sites

Marketing Plans:

• Email campaigns for libraries, schools and craft stores 

• Book reviews in Library Journal and Booklist 

• Goodreads feature title

ISBN: 9781782216223 (TR)

Price: $16.95/ $19.95 CAN

8 1/2 x 11 in, 96 pages

On Sale Date: 07/07/20

First Print: 7,500





Fairytale Blankets to Crochet
10 fantasy-themed children’s blankets for 
storytime cuddles
Lynne Rowe

Do you know a child with a favorite storytime character? 

Crochet them a hooded blanket, then crochet all the others!

Key Selling Points:

• 10 fun and relatively easy projects to crochet 

• Children and adults alike will love the themed blankets 

• Great to keep or give as unique gifts

Publicity Plans:

• Press reviews and features in knitting and crochet magazines 

• Feature projects in knitting and crochet blogs with 10-50K 

community members 

• Advance promotions and reviews in Craft blogs and sites

Marketing Plans:

• Email campaigns for libraries, schools and craft stores 

• Book reviews in Booklist 

• Goodreads feature title

ISBN: 9781782216926 (TR)

Price: $19.95/ $23.95 CAN

8 x 10 1/4 in, 128 pages

On Sale Date: 06/09/20

First Print: 5,000





Quilled Animals
20 cute creatures to coil and shape
Diane Boden

Make a fabulous selection of 20 different cute quilled animals 

as greetings cards or pictures.

Key Selling Points:

• 20 inspiring designs for gorgeous quilled animals  

• Clear step-by-step instructions to start and enjoy this craft  

Easy and fun to make gifts and art objects

Publicity Plans:

• Feature and review in All Things Paper (circ 30K+) 

• Press reviews and features in craft magazines 

• Feature projects in blogs with 10K community members 

• Advance promotions and reviews in Craft blogs and sites

Marketing Plans (TI Sheet) 

• Email campaigns for libraries, schools and craft stores 

• Book reviews in Booklist 
ISBN: 9781782218197 (TR)

Price: $11.95/ $13.95 CAN

7 1/2 x 9 1/4 in, 48 pages

On Sale Date: 07/07/20

First Print: 5,000





Macramé for the Modern Home
16 stunning projects using simple knots and 
natural dyes
Isabella Strambio

This gorgeous book will show you how to create breathtaking 

works of wall art and statement home decor - all made using 

simple macramé knots, natural dyes and 100% recycled 

materials.

Key Selling Points:

• Make 16 beautiful Insta-ready macramé projects to hang on your 

wall, decorate your home and transform your outdoor space.  

• Use simple knotting and natural dyeing techniques, all clearly 

explained step by step.  

• Isabella uses 100% recycled materials and completely natural 

dyes, for beautiful, environmentally-friendly results.

Publicity Plans:

• Press reviews and features in craft magazines 

• Feature projects in blogs with 10K community members 

• Advance promotions and reviews in Craft blogs and sites

Marketing Plans:

• Email campaigns for libraries, schools and craft stores

ISBN: 9781782218364 (TR)

Price: $19.95/ $23.95 CAN

8 x 10 1/4 in, 128 pages

On Sale Date: 05/05/20

First Print: 5,000





Traditional Dutch Ganseys for Children
Over 40 sweaters to knit from 30 fishing villages
Stella Ruhe

Over 40 adaptable sweaters to knit for your littles ones, based on 

the classic, minimal and quietly stunning jumpers of Dutch 

fishermen.

Key Selling Points:

• Over 40 sweaters to knit for children aged 2- to 14-years old. 

• Each pattern is accompanied by knitting charts, gansey diagram and 

either a historical or stylish modern photograph of the garment. 

• Stella Ruhe explores the history and life of the children belonging to 

the Dutch fishermen, from their experience at sea to their lives at 

home 

Publicity Plans:

• Press reviews and features in knitting and crochet magazines 

including Vogue Knitting  

• Feature projects in knitting and crochet blogs with 10-50K community 

members 

• Advance promotions and reviews in Craft blogs and sites

Marketing Plans:

• Email campaigns for libraries, schools and craft stores 

• Book reviews in Library Journal and Booklist 

• Goodreads feature title

ISBN: 9781782217527 (HC)

Price: $29.95/ $34.95 CAN

7 3/4 x 11 in, 144 pages

On Sale Date: 06/16/20

First Print: 5,000





ISBN: 9781782217428 (TR)

Price: $19.95/ $23.95 CAN

8 x 10-1/4 in, 128 pages

On Sale Date: 08/11/20

First Print: 5,000

Lace Reimagined
A Creative Guide to Making and Using Lace
Elizabeth Healey

This original and exciting guide to lace is a visual feast of inspiring 

step-by-step projects and galleries; it includes in-depth features 

relating to the history of lace; it will encourage you to experiment, and 

inspire you with handy tips.

Key Selling Points:
• A practical exploration of lace and how to use it  

• Packed full of inspiring projects and some basic lace-making techniques 

for beginners 

• A unique book on a trendy subject, for textile artists, fashion designers 

and embroiderers

Publicity Plans 

• Press reviews and features in embroidery and needlecraft magazines 

• Featured projects in embroidery blogs  

• Review and feature on Mary Corbet's Needlenthread.com 

• Advance promotions and reviews in Craft blogs and sites

Marketing Plans 

• Email marketing to libraries, schools, craft stores and key accounts 

• Advertising in key craft magazines 

• Book reviews in Library Journal, Booklist and key sewing and embroidery 

magazines





ISBN: 9781782217510 (TR)

Price: $23.95/ $28.95 CAN

8 x 10-1/4 in, 160 pages

On Sale Date: 06/16/20

First Print: 7,500

Felted Animal Knits
20 keep-forever friends to knit, felt and love
Catherine Arnfield

Combine knitting and felting to create stunning, realistic animals in 

this original book by textile designer and Knit2Felt founder, 

Catherine Arnfield.

Key Selling Points:

• Combines basic knitting with easy felting to make a wide range 

of stunning, velvety animals. 

• Suitable for crafters who have basic knitting skills and are 

looking for fresh ideas and new techniques to try. 

• Cute, appealing and highly achievable projects. 

• Easy and fun to learn, requiring just a few basic tools.

Publicity Plans 

• Press reviews and features in knitting and crochet magazines 

• Feature projects in knitting and crochet blogs with 10-50K 

community members 

• Advance promotions and reviews in Craft blogs and sites

Marketing Plans 

• Email marketing to libraries, schools, craft stores and key accounts 

• Advertising in key craft magazines 

• Book reviews in Library Journal, Booklist and knitting magazines





Beginner's Guide to Blackwork
Lesley Wilkins

Blackwork is a timeless, classic embroidery sixteenth century 

embroidery technique in which beautiful designs are created by 

stitching geometric designs on to even weave fabric.

Key Selling Point:

• Beginning guide to a very popular type of embroidery  

• Clear step-by-step photographs show all the techniques and stitches 

needed to recreate the designs  

• Reissue of a popular classic for the 50th anniversary of Search 

Press

Publicity Plans:

• Press reviews and features in embroidery and needlecraft 

magazines 

• Featured projects in embroidery blogs  

• Review and feature on Mary Corbet's Needlenthread.com 

• Advance promotions and reviews in Craft blogs and sites

Marketing Plans:

• Email marketing to libraries and key accounts 

• Advertising in key craft magazines 

• Book reviews in Library Journal, Booklist and key sewing and 

embroidery magazines

ISBN: 9781782217893 (TR)

Price: $16.95/ $19.95 CAN

8 x 10-1/4 in, 64 pages

On Sale Date: 04/28/20

First Print: 5,000





Beginner's Guide to Stumpwork
Kay Dennis

A practical, step-by-step guide which shows clearly how to 

create beautiful raised and padded embroideries.

Key Selling Point:

• Stumpwork remains a popular subject for contemporary 

embroiderers 

• The book features informative stitch guides, detailed step-by-step 

photographs and a useful explanation of crucial techniques 

• First published in 2001, this book will be reissued in 2020 to 

commemorate the 50th anniversary of Search Press.

Publicity Plans:

• Press reviews and features in embroidery and needlecraft 

magazines 

• Featured projects in embroidery blogs  

• Review and feature on Mary Corbet's Needlenthread.com 

• Advance promotions and reviews in Craft blogs and sites

Marketing Plans:

• Email marketing to libraries and key accounts 

• Advertising in key craft magazines 

• Book reviews in Library Journal, Booklist and key sewing and 

embroidery magazines

ISBN: 9781782217909 (TR)

Price: $16.95/ $19.95 CAN

8 x 10-1/4 in, 80 pages

On Sale Date: 04/28/20

First Print: 5,000





Sewing for the Absolute Beginner
Caroline Smith

A clear and easy-to-follow beginner's guide with 25 exciting 

sewing projects.

Key Selling Points:

• A perfect priced beginner's guide to sewing. 

• Clear, step-by-step photography and no-nonsense, easy-to-

follow text. 

• The small size makes this an extremely handy little book to 

carry around and use.

Publicity Plans 

• Press reviews and features in sewing magazines 

• Advance promotions and reviews in Craft blogs and sites

Marketing Plans 

• Email marketing to libraries, schools, craft stores and key 

accounts 

• Advertising in key craft magazines 

• Book reviews in key sewing and embroidery magazines

ISBN: 9781782217794 (FLEXI)

Price: $19.95/ $23.95 CAN

7 1/2 x 9-1/4 in, 192 pages

On Sale Date: 08/04/20

First Print: 5,000





Tangle Wood – Large Format Edition 

A captivating colouring book with 
hidden jewels
Jessica Palmer

Illustrator and papercutter, Jessica Palmer, has created 80 

pages of enchanting hand-drawn pictures with an enchanted 

woodland theme for you to color and lose yourself in.

Key Selling Point:

• Large 10x10in format of the classic edition (9781782213536)

• Beautiful, intricate artwork to lose yourself in

• Evokes a magical world for therapeutic coloring

• High quality paper with no show-through

• Lay flat, indestructable flexibinding

Publicity Plans:

• Press release and book reviews for major art technique 

magazines

• CAA News feature

• Goodreads feature title

Marketing Plans:

• Email marketing to all art and craft stores

• Featured title for key art independent stores

• Book reviews in Library Journal and Booklist

• Email marketing to schools and libraries

ISBN: 9781782219040 (TR/Flexi)

Price: $16.95/ $19.95 CAN

10 x 10 in, 80 pages

On Sale Date: 07/07/20

First Print: 7,500





Tangle Magic – Large Format Edition 

A spellbinding colouring book with 
hidden charms
Jessica Palmer

Illustrator and papercutter, Jessica Palmer, has created 75 

pages of spellbinding hand-drawn pictures with a magical 

theme for you to colour in. Each page includes a hidden charm, 

intricately worked into the design.

Key Selling Point:

• Large 10x10in format of the classic edition (9781782213536)

• Beautiful, intricate artwork to lose yourself in

• Evokes a magical world for therapeutic coloring

• High quality paper with no show-through

• Lay flat, indestructable flexibinding

Publicity Plans:

• Press release and book reviews for major art technique 

magazines

• CAA News feature

• Goodreads feature title

Marketing Plans:

• Email marketing to all art and craft stores

• Featured title for key art independent stores

• Book reviews in Library Journal and Booklist

• Email marketing to schools and libraries

ISBN: 9781782219057 (TR/Flexi)

Price: $16.95/ $19.95 CAN

10 x 10 in, 80 pages

On Sale Date: 07/07/20

First Print: 7,500





Acrylic Paint Pouring
16 fluid painting projects & creative techniques
Tanja Jung

Create 16 unique and beautiful works of art using a variety of fun paint 

pouring techniques.

Key Selling Points:

• The latest technique to take the art world by storm, and stunning 

and unique effects can be achieved by simply pouring acrylic paint 

onto a surface.

• Everything you need to produce a huge range of fascinating effects, 

from materials and tools through to drying and sealing your finished 

picture ready for display.

• Discover intriguing methods such as dirty pour, flip cup, double 

swipe, puddle pour, tree rings and dipping, and try out the 16 great 

projects - all with clear instructions, materials lists and step-by-step 

photographs.

Publicity Plans 

• Press reviews and features in embroidery and needlecraft magazines 

• Featured projects in embroidery blogs  

• Review and feature on Mary Corbet's Needlenthread.com 

• Advance promotions and reviews in Craft blogs and sites

Marketing Plans

• Email marketing to libraries and key accounts 

• Advertising in key craft magazines 

ISBN: 9781782218463 (TR)

Price: $19.95/ $23.95 CAN

8 ¾ x 8 ¾ in, 112 pages

On Sale Date: 07/07/20

First Print: 5,000





Innovative Artist: Drawing Dramatic 
Landscapes
New ideas and innovative techniques using mixed 
media
Robert Dutton

Bring a new level of innovation into your landscape drawings.

Key Selling Points:

• Explore new ways of using graphite, charcoal and mixed media to 

create dramatic landscape drawings 

• Ideal for artists who want to loosen up their style and experiment 

with innovative techniques 

• The author is a leading ambassador for Canson art supplies in the 

UK and uses a broad variety of products from other 

manufacturers, including Derwent and Royal Talens, creating 

excellent promotional opportunities.

Publicity Plans:

• Press release and book reviews for major art technique 

magazines including The Artist and others

Marketing Plans:

• Email marketing to all art and craft stores 

• Featured title for key art independent stores 

• Book reviews in Library Journal and Booklist 

• Email marketing to schools and libraries

ISBN: 9781782217589 (TR)

Price: $29.95/ $36.95 CAN

8 1/2 x 11 in, 160 pages

On Sale Date: 08/11/20

First Print: 5,000





Paint Pad Poster Book: City Scenes

'These are simple books that make serious art easily 

accessible even for the raw beginner.' Praise from Henry Malt, 

Artbookreview.   A poster book, an art pad and a step-by-step 

painting book all rolled into one! 5 beautiful posters to pull 

out and frame, along with the watercolour outline and stage-

by-stage instructions you need to paint each artwork for 

yourself.

Key Selling Points:

• Perfect entry level guide to producing beautiful city scenes in an 

easy-to-learn, fun environment

• Collaborate with friends working together to product art

• 5 beautiful prints of favorite country scenes to frame

• 5 step-by-step illustrated projects

• 5 Pull out watercolor paper with pre drawn outlines

Publicity Plans:

• Book reviews in Library Journal and Booklist 

• Book Nook review for Watercolor Artist and other magazine

Marketing Plans:

• Email marketing to all art and craft stores 

• Featured title for key art independent stores

ISBN: 9781782217572 (TR)

Price: $24.95/ $29.95 CAN

17 x 11 in, 40 pages – pull out 
frameable posters, watercolor 
art paper with predrawn
outlines

On Sale Date: 06/02/20

First Print: 5,000





Ready to Paint in 30 Minutes: Landscapes 
in Acrylics
Build your skills with quick & easy painting projects
Barry Herniman

Learn to paint the landscape in 30 easy-to-follow 30-minute 

exercises.

Key Selling Points:

• Build up your skills in easy chunks, learning about form and 

composition, colour mixing, working with acrylics and capturing the 

drama of the natural world. 

• The exercises are all worked at postcard size - ideal for a 6 x 4in  

watercolour pad 

• All the required tracings are included

Publicity Plans:

• Book reviews in Library Journal and Booklist 

• Press release and book reviews for major art technique magazines

Marketing Plans:

• Email marketing to all art and craft stores 

• Featured title for key art independent stores 

ISBN: 9781782216766 (TR)

Price: $19.95/ $23.95 CAN

8 1/2 x 11 in, 128 pages

On Sale Date: 08/11/20

First Print: 5,000





How to Draw Kawaii in Simple Steps

Yishan Li

ISBN: 9781782219040 

Price: $9.95/ $11.95 CAN

8 1/2 x 11 in, 32 pages, TR

On Sale Date: 07/07/20

First Print: 5,000

Positioning Statement: Draw your own cuteness characters in 

simple steps. Perfect for all ages and abilities - make your own 

Japanese-style Kawaii world!

How to Draw Unicorns in Simple Steps

Sharon Hurst

ISBN: 9781782218890 

Price: $9.95/ $11.95 CAN

8 1/2 x 11 in, 32 pages, TR

On Sale Date: 07/07/20

First Print: 5,000

Positioning Statement: Learn how to draw unicorns using this fun 

and easy step-by-step method. Starting with simple shapes, Sharon 

Hurst will guide you to draw these fantastic beasts.





Working with Wood
Build a tool kit, learn the basics & create 15 stylish 
projects for your home
Tom Trimmins

A complete guide to producing desirable wooden objects 

and furniture for your home from scratch. Discover the 

satisfaction or making something with your own hands.

Key Selling Points

• Variety of interesting, useful projects, from tools to 

furniture.

• Range of complexity and difficulty, allowing the reader to 

build their skills and their toolset.

Publicity Plans

• Press reviews and features in craft magazines 

• Feature projects in blogs with 10K community members

• Advance promotions and reviews in Craft blogs and sites

Marketing Plans

• Email campaigns for libraries, schools and craft stores 

• Book reviews in Library Journal and Booklist 

• Goodreads feature title

ISBN: 9781782217411 (TR)

$19.95 (USA) / $23.95 (CAN)

8 x 10 ½ in, 128 pages

On Sale Date: 06/09/20

First Print: 5,000





https://www.facebook.com/searchpress.north.america 

https://www.instagram.com/searchpress_na

https://twitter.com/SearchPressNA

Robert Woodcock, Director of Sales  

267 968 2981  robertw@searchpress.com

Anne Woodcock, Director of Marketing and Publicity  

215 715 3972  annew@searchpress.com
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